Glass Breakage and IG Unit Seal Failure Warranty Coverage

Please consult the chart below to determine suitability of varying film to glass combinations. Those combinations covered will have a “Y” for Yes, while those not approved for warranty coverage are designated with a “N” for No.

### Limitations and Restrictions

In the event that glass breakage or seal failure occurs as a direct result of properly installed Johnson window film, Johnson will arrange to replace the broken glass or IG unit. **There is a limitation in coverage of five hundred dollars ($500.00 USD) per window with a twenty five dollar ($25.00 USD) deductible per window. Coverage limits include the cost of window film re-installation.**

This warranty is **NOT valid for glass breakage** if any of the following conditions apply:

- Up to 25% of the glass is shaded including more than 25% of the glass perimeter.
- **Some harmful shading examples are illustrated below:**
  - Framing sealant or gaskets that are no longer resilient.
  - Concrete framing or framing that has no gasket or seals.
  - IG Window in excess of 40 square feet in total.
  - Any window in excess of 60 square feet in total.

- Glass with an edge dimension exceeding 10 feet.
- History of broken glass or seal failure.
- Laminated glass (except clear safety films).
- More than one film applied to surface.
- Round, circular, textured, painted lettering or ornamentation, wired glass or skylights.
- Non pre-manufactured or frameless arched windows.
- Triple or quadruple pane IG units.
- Glass that is thicker than 1/4”.
- Dual pane windows with 1/4” or thicker tinted glass.

With respect to this warranty coverage, JWF expressly limits liability from installation of Johnson films to repair and/or replacement of broken glass, IG units and the film itself to a limit of $500 per window. The warranty is valid within the United States and its Territories and the Provinces of Canada. Some states do not allow limitations of incidental or consequential damages, in which case the above may not apply.
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